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Abstract

This paper presents SRPT, a multilingual, multi-domain, and cross-ramework benchmark dataset or discourse

processing, covering the tasks o discourse unit segmentation, connective identication, and relation classication.

SRPT includes 13 languages, with data rom 24 corpora covering about 4 millions tokens and around 250, 000

discourse relation instances rom 4 discourse rameworks: RST, SRT, PTB, and iscourse ependencies.

We present an overview o the data, its development across three LP shared tasks on discourse processing

carried out in the past ve years, and the latest modications and added extensions. We also carry out an

evaluation o state-o-the-art multilingual systems trained on the data or each task, showing plateau perormance

on segmentation, but important room or improvement or connective identication and relation classication. The

SRPT benchmark employs a unied ormat that we make available on GitHub and HuggingFace in order to

encourage uture work on discourse processing across languages, domains, and rameworks.

Keywords: discourse, corpora, multilingual, transer

1. Introduction

omputational approaches to discourse process-
ing oten reveal the implicit organization o texts
through semantic-pragmatic relations, such as ex-
planation or contrast, which link spans o text and
orm possibly hierarchically ordered subparts o
longer pieces o discourse. arious rameworks
exist to describe this organization, underlying sev-
eral annotation projects. While having similar ob-
jectives, these rameworks dier in the way they
dene discourse units, relation labels, and struc-
tures o discourse. As a result, annotated cor-
pora according to these rameworks present im-
portant discrepancies, which tend to split the do-
main between approaches dedicated to a specic
ramework only (see emberg et al. 2019). n a
sense, this situation increases the data scarcity is-
sue we ace or work on computational models o
discourse. n addition, even within the same rame-
work, specic choices made by annotation teams
lead to important dierences. This hinders the de-
velopment omultilingual systems and prevents ro-
bust evaluation across languages or domains.

n order to address these issues, we present the
SRPT dataset (DIScourse Relation Parsing and
Treebanking), an eort toward converting existing
discourse corpora within a unied ormat. SRPT
can be seen as a benchmark currently consisting
o 28 datasets – rom 24 corpora1 – with anno-
tations or three tasks related to discourse analy-

1A dataset is considered a combination o one cor-

sis. The benchmark covers 4 rameworks, 13 lan-
guages, and multiple domains, and its unied or-
mat has been developed within the context o an
international shared task held in 2019,2 2021,3 and
2023,4 with new corpora or tasks included or each
edition. ontrary to previous work where unica-
tion was mostly done via label mappings (e.g. Be-
namara and Taboada, 2015; Braud et al., 2017),
the goal is to provide unied ormats while remain-
ing as aithul as possible to the original annota-
tions, to allow cross-ramework investigation.5

urrently, the benchmark consists o three tasks:
(1) discourse segmentation, (2) discourse connec-
tive identication, and (3) discourse relation classi-
cation. n addition, or (1) and (2), there are two
tracks: (a) treebanked: documents are split into
sentences, and dependency syntax inormation is
given (either gold i available or predicted), (b)
plain: documents are only tokenized. Finally, the
last shared task introduced out-o-domain (OO)
datasets, providing some smaller evaluation-only

pus, one language, and one ramework, meaning that

we derive several datasets rom e.g. the multilingual

T corpus (Zeyrek et al., 2018), which corresponds to

3 datasets (nglish, Portuguese, and Turkish) in theS-

RPT benchmark.
2
https://sites.google.com/view/disrpt2019/

3
https://sites.google.com/georgetown.edu/

disrpt2021
4
https://sites.google.com/view/disrpt2023/

5
ote that discourse structure, or which some work

has proposed unication process (e.g. Yi et al., 2021),

is not part o the current release o the benchmark.
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sets, in order to test systems’ transer abilities.
This work heavily relies on all the work done by

the SRPT shared task organizers in proposing
a unied ormat, but the goal and contributions o
this paper are dierent.

First, we thoroughly expose and explain the con-
version process rom original annotations to the
unied ormat, which was not explored in previous
papers that were mainly centered around the sys-
tems comparisons. ompared to the last edition o
the shared task (Braud et al., 2023), we propose
some modications to the data ater having spot-
ted mistakes, and taking into consideration possi-
ble consistency improvements (e.g. lower-casing
all relation labels reduces the label space without
deviating rom original annotations). We also pro-
vide a more detailed description o existing rame-
works, making it easier or anyone not amiliar with
all these theories to understand the conversion.
These analyses should help uture researchers to
understand the purpose, the diculties and the lim-
itations o the conversion process and to under-
stand where improvements can still be made to
this benchmark.

Furthermore, we provide descriptive inormation
about the datasets to highlight similarities and dis-
crepancies between annotation projects, with the
latter also corresponding to potential obstacles or
automatic systems. By highlighting sources o het-
erogeneity within corpora, our goal is to provide
new insights to guide uture discourse annotation
projects.

Additionally, we augment the benchmark with a
new out-o-domain dataset or nglish: GTL
(Aoyama et al., 2023), a challenging corpus con-
sisting o varied and unusual genres, which is par-
ticularly helpul to test robustness. An additional
layer o the nglish GUM corpus (Zeldes, 2017)
is also made available or the rst time, the anno-
tation o discourse connectives, making it the rst
dataset to support all three tasks.

Finally, we present experiments with the two
highest scoring state-o-the-art systems or all
three tasks: DisCut or discourse segmenta-
tion and connective identication (Metheniti et al.,
2023) andDisCoDisCo or discourse relation clas-
sication (Gessler et al., 2021).6

With the SRPT benchmark, our goal is to en-
courage uture work on automatic discourse anal-
ysis or multiple languages and domains, and to
promote convergence o resources. By describing
in more detail the composition and ormat o the
datasets, we want to make it clear that this bench-

6
ote thatisoiso did not participate inSRPT

2023, but their scores in 2021 were higher than the 2023

winner HTS (Liu et al., 2023) on the common corpora,

it thus corresponds at the moment to the state-o-the-art

on the relation task.

Figure 1: RST Tree (ruskieta et al., 2015).

mark streamlines the evaluation o discourse anal-
ysis on many languages and domains. We hope
this eort towards uniying corpora will enhance
the understanding o the variations between rame-
works and their eects on automatic systems. n
order to make the SRPT benchmark easier to
use, we develop a new version o the data that will
be updated over time and that can be directly up-
loaded to HuggingFace within the iscourse Hub7

in addition to a GitHub repository.8

2. An Overview o Discourse
Annotation

ach discourse ramework has dierent aims and
presents specic eatures in the way they describe
their constitutive elements. We briefy present ex-
isting rameworks and their main dierences. x-
amples o discourse structures in dierent repre-
sentations are given in Figures 1 and 2.

2.1. Discourse Frameworks

RST: One o the earliest discourse rameworks
proposed in studying computational discourse
modeling is Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST,
Mann and Thompson 1988), where structures
orm hierarchical, projective (connecting only ad-
jacent nodes), labeled constituent trees (Figure
1). iscourse units exhaustively cover a text and
may either orm the nucleus (central proposition)
or satellite (supporting proposition) o a larger unit,
which enters into a similar relation with other units
recursively. The denitions o the relations are
based on authors’ or speakers’ intents: or exam-
ple, EVIDENCE relations connect satellite units pre-
sented by a speaker or writer with the intent o in-
creasing the hearer/reader’s belie in the content
o the corresponding nucleus. RST has led to sev-
eral corpora and to the largest number o discourse
parsers (e.g. Sporleder and Lascarides 2004; Joty
et al. 2015; Ji and isenstein 2014; Wang et al.
2017; Liu et al. 2021; Kobayashi et al. 2022).

7https://h.co/datasets/

multilingual-discourse-hub/disrpt
8https://github.com/disrpt/latest
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Figure 2: ependency Tree (Yang and Li, 2018).

SDRT: Segmented iscourse Representation
Theory (SRT, Asher and Lascarides 2003) is
more recent and adds two main dierences: struc-
tures are graphs rather than trees (no adjacency
constraint), and relations are based on semantic
and pragmatic constraints expressed with ormal
logics. Only a ew corpora have been annotated in
SRT, but the STA corpus (Asher et al., 2016)
led to many discourse parsers dedicated to dia-
logues such as Shi and Huang (2019); Wang et al.
(2021); Liu and hen (2021); Li et al. (2023).

DEP: Building upon several studies proposing
to encode discourse structures as dependencies
(Hirao et al., 2013; Muller et al., 2012), Li et al.
(2014) proposed to annotate discourse graphs
using pure dependency structures, with no non-
terminal nodes (Figure 2), while oten keeping re-
lations and segmentation rules rom RST— this
is abbreviated here as the P ramework. This
ramework is or now limited to 3 corpora with as-
sociated parsers (Li et al., 2014; Yang and Li, 2018;
ishida and Matsumoto, 2022).

PDTB: The Penn iscourse Treebank (PTB,
Prasad et al. 2005) proposes a lexically grounded
approach: rather than trying to produce ull struc-
tures over entire documents, connectives (e.g. be-
cause, while ...) are identied along with the tex-
tual spans they connect (i.e. their arguments), and
a sense label is then applied to the connective and
spans. This process is extended to annotate rela-
tions that are not explicitly marked (i.e. implicit re-
lations) but where a connective could have been
inserted (i.e. human annotators would accept in-
sertion o because etc.) based mainly on adjacent
sentences within PTB2 (Prasad et al., 2008), and
applied to some intra-sentential relations in PTB3
(Webber et al., 2019). The relation senses are or-
ganized within a 3-level hierarchy corresponding to
coarse-to-ne-grained distinctions. With sparser
annotations, as not every proposition implies a
discourse relation, this ramework has produced
the largest corpora that are mainly used or the
tasks o discourse connective and relation identi-
cation (Knaebel and Stede, 2023; Long and Web-
ber, 2022).

2.2. Discourse Elements

Most discourse corpora ollow one o the our
rameworks presented above, and the annotations
cover dierent discourse elements.

Elementary Discourse Unit (EDU): theminimal
span o text to be linked by a discourse relation, in
general a clause, and usually at most a sentence;
the set o Us ully covers a document without
any overlap. Us are segmented in corpora an-
notated within RST, SRT, and P but not PTB
where the notion o arguments (o a connective or
relation) is used instead. These arguments com-
bined are not supposed to give a ull coverage and
may overlap or multiple relations, making the no-
tion less structurally constrained. For this reason,
PTB-style datasets are not included in the seg-
mentation task o SRPT.

Another distinction exists between RST and
P compared to SRT-based corpora: in the
ormer, nested Us are segmented separately
as shown in xample 1 where 3 Us are identi-
ed. Then a pseudo-relation (same-unit) connects
Us 1 and 3 to indicate they are in act the same
unit. Within SRT, annotators would directly an-
notate embedded Us, which would lead to only
2 Us in this example: one consisting o Us 1
and 3, and one covering only U 2.

(1) [But maintaining the key components (. . .)]1
[– a stable exchange rate and high levels o im-

ports –]2 [will consume enormous amounts
(. . .).]3 (arlson and Marcu, 2001)

The task associated with this level o inorma-
tion is discourse segmentation: the goal is to
identiy U boundaries, and data rom RST, P,
and SRT thereore looks the same: the begin-
ning point o units 1, 2, and 3 must be identied
in all three rameworks. To have homogenous rep-
resentations with the other rameworks, SRT em-
bedding units are split at the location o embedded
units.

Discourse Connective: a word or expression
that can be used to trigger a discourse relation,
e.g. but, as soon as. These lexical elements
are the basis o annotation in PTB-like corpora,
but are rarely annotated within other rameworks
(but we release here the connective annotations
or the GUM corpus).9 onnectives can consist
o a single token (while) or multiple tokens (as
soon as), and the same string can sometimes be
used as a discourse connective and sometimes

9There exist annotations o discourse signals or n-

glish RST-T (e.g.as and Taboada 2017) and German

P (Stede and eumann, 2014), but these lack some

alignment inormation and are not included in SRPT.
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not (e.g. and connecting sentences vs. connecting
nouns). Moreover, connectives can be discontinu-
ous, e.g. i...then. Finally, connectives can be mod-
ied, e.g. the expression 18 months ater is anno-
tated as an explicit trigger o a temporal relation in
the nglish PTB, with ater the head connective
modied by 18 months. The task here is connec-
tive identifcation (sometimes called detection or
disambiguation): one needs to decide whether an
expression is used as a discourse marker.

Discourse Relation: the label o the semantic-
pragmatic relation that holds between two or more
discourse units. Relations are dened using di-
erent criteria depending on the underlying rame-
works (Section 2.1), and each annotation project
proposes its own label set, possibly modied rom
existing corpora depending on the goal o the an-
notation or the genre o the text. xamples o typ-
ical discourse relations include causal, compara-
tive, conditional, and temporal types. The corre-
sponding task is discourse relation classifca-
tion: the goal is to nd the right label associated
with a pair o textual segments among a typically
large set o possible labels.

Discourse Structure: the attachment links be-
tween discourse units, orming a constituent tree
in RST, a dependency tree in P, and a graph in
SRT. For these rameworks, the annotation goal
was to build a ull structure covering the entire doc-
uments where discourse units are linked together.
The annotation consists in linking / attaching dis-
course units, then labelling the type o link using
discourse relations. ote that this is not a goal in
PTB-like corpora where ull coverage o the text
via discourse units or relations is not guaranteed.
This aspect o discourse annotation is not yet im-
plemented as a task in the SRPT shared task,
though the entire graph structure o a document is
represented in the inormation used or the tasks
above (discourse unit locations, and which ones
are connected to which/with what labels).

2.3. Original File Formats

Several ormats exist or discourse annotations:

• PTB ormat: a pipe delimited ormat repre-
senting a stand-o annotation or discourse
connectives and relations

• RST ormats: dierent types o les exist (dis,
lisp, rs3, rsd), either in a bracketed plain
text or an XML encoding o the discourse trees

• SRT ormat: XML encoding or specic tex-
tual ormat o the ull discourse graph

• P ormat: distributed as XML, JSO, or in
a tabular ormat (rsd)

3. Conversion Process

The rules or the conversion are to produce a uni-
ed ormat covering dierent rameworks, and to
remain as aithul as possible to the original anno-
tations. A ew modications were necessary in or-
der to homogenize annotations across corpora.

3.1. Proposed Formats

The proposed ormat has been designed to be
easy to use. There are two types o les: the
oLL-U ormat, used or connective identication
and U segmentation, is adopted rom the Uni-
versal ependencies project (de Marnee et al.,
2021), which has already been widely used in the
community, and a dedicated tabular rels ormat
or relation classication.

Segmentation and Connectives: CoNLL-U fles
The segmentation and connective annotations are
both token-level annotations and cast within a BIO

scheme: a token either starts an U or not, or
is part o a discourse connective or not. More pre-
cisely, segmentation only includes B labels (i.e. ini-
tial boundary o an U) and O labels or all the
other tokens. For connectives, a token can be
labeled B i it marks the beginning o a connec-
tive. The I label is used or multi-word connec-
tives: or example, in the meantime corresponds
to a sequence o B I I. Label O is used or all
other tokens. We modiy the existing label or-
mat to be closer to a BIO scheme, with a pair o
key=value conorming to the oLL-U ormat (e.g.
BeginSeg=Yes becomes Seg=B-seg). The ex-
act labels are given in Appendix A.

The nal ormat is a oLL-U le where each
line corresponds to a token and the label is given
in the last column (see data in the repository or
examples). Meta data is used to indicate the start
o a new document via a oLL-U hashtag com-
ment line. Finally, note that there are 2 tracks
or these tasks: the treebanked track, where sen-
tence boundaries, morpho-syntactic, and syntactic
inormation are made available (either gold or pre-
dicted); and a plain track, where neither morpho-
syntactic inormation nor sentence boundaries are
available. For the latter, the les have the ex-
tension .tok instead o .conllu, but the ormat
is identical, except that morpho-syntactic columns
are lled with underscores instead o POS tags etc.

Discourse Relations: rels fles For the rela-
tions classication task, a dierent ormat was pro-
posed, where each line corresponds to a pair o
text spans and the associated relation, with addi-
tional inormation: token ids o each pair, the sen-
tence to which each argument belongs, and the di-
rection o the relation. The last column contains
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the label to be predicted within the shared task,
and the penultimate column the original labels be-
ore conversion (see Section 3.2.3).

n the shared task data, the arguments are pre-
sented in the order o the text: unit1 and unit2

are linearly ordered, i.e. unit1 appears beore
unit2. However, previous work on relation clas-
sication uses annotations where the pairs are or-
dered ollowing the direction o the relation. Some
discourse relations are indeed asymmetrical / ori-
ented: cause(unit1,unit2) means that unit1
is the cause or unit2, while it is reversed or
cause(unit2,unit1). The decision to propose
arguments ordered linearly, with an additional col-
umn indicating the direction, makes or a more re-
alistic scenario since this inormation is not known
by discourse parsers, but probably corresponds
to a more dicult task: existing systems act as i
they knew the direction, while predicting it could be
hard. n order to encourage work on this aspect,
the current release includes both options, as the
HuggingFace interace allows to choose whether
to encode relation direction in a column and serial-
ize the connected units in text order, or to use the
serialization order to indicate the direction.

3.2. Modifcations

3.2.1. Segmentation

SRT corpora have embedded Us, while this
is not the case or RST/P corpora (Section 2.2).
The shared task organizers decided to reduce the
U segmentation to a binary task or all corpora,
thereby transorming discontinuousUs into sep-
arated Us in SRT datasets, while keeping the
RST ones unchanged. t can be seen as a simpli-
cation o the task, and this inormation should be
retrieved in order to perorm ull discourse parsing.
ote that the arguments o the relations are given
in ull orm: split Us are merged to correspond
to the ull arguments o the relations.

3.2.2. Discourse Connective

The overall rare discontinuous connectives, such
as i ... then, are modeled as two separate con-
nective spans or simplicity. These connectives
are very inrequent in the nglish PTB, and most
previous studies ocused on detecting the rst part
(Lin et al., 2010), but urther studies are needed to
investigate their requency or other languages.

Additionally, or some corpora, the annotation
covers both the head connective and its modiers:
in nglish PTB, one has to identiy expressions
such as 18 months ater or at least partly because,
while in nglish GUM the task is limited to head
connectives, i.e. ater and because. Keeping mod-
iers could be seen as more realistic, since it is

the whole expression that triggers the relation, it is
also aithul to the original annotation. That said,
it leaves some heterogeneity in the task as anno-
tations were not done this way in all PTB-style
corpora (see connective sets in Appendix Table 8).

Finally, note that in this new release, we correct
an error on the encoding o discontinuous connec-
tives or one dataset (thai.pdtb.tdtb), resulting in
many more connective instances (see Table 1).

3.2.3. Discourse Relations

Non-binary Relations: Relations are not all bi-
nary (e.g. list in RST-T), but they are binarized
ollowing standard practice (Soricut and Marcu,
2003).10

Complex Discourse Units: Relations can hold
between Us or involve a complex discourse
unit, i.e. a discourse unit consisting o sub-units
linked by discourse relations: the algorithm to re-
trieve head units is based on the nuclearity princi-
ple (RST/P corpora) and relation types (SRT
subordinating and coordinating relations) in order
to always have relations between Us.

Label Sets: A ew modications to the relation
labels have been made or the shared task to ho-
mogenize the dierent label sets. Originally, we
count 370 distinct labels in total; the 2023 edition
o the shared task had 191 labels or classication.
Our additional modications lead to 152 labels.

• as usually done, labels o the nglish RST-
T are reduced to coarse-grain classes de-
scribed in arlson et al. (2001), and only level-
2 relations are used or PTB-3 annotations;

• labels in other languages are all translated
to nglish: e.g. testuingurua in Basque be-
comes background;

• labels corresponding to a spelling error or a
minor change in unusual spelling o a label
are modied (e.g. backgroun becomes back-
ground, topichange becomes topic-change)

n addition, the ollowing steps have also been
taken in this release:

1. lower-case all labels (rom 370 to 316 original
labels in total):

2. remove 1 relation in ita.pdtb.luna, that does
not correspond to a label (4 instances overall);

10Relations are not always binary; we ollow the com-

mon practice in discourse parsing o binarizing all rela-

tions by creating an additional instance or each subse-

quent member o, e.g. an n-way contrast relation.
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3. use ull labels instead o top-level class or
GUM (as or GT, using the exact same
labels); similarly, ull Level-2 labels (Tempo-
ral.synchrony) are used or the nglish PTB
instead o single senses (synchrony);

4. use the rst sense annotated instead o the
least requent. The initial choice was made
to reduce sparsity and promote semantically
rich relations, but it is not the most common
setting, possibly hindering direct comparisons.
This leads to 3 ewer relations in total, all rom
the por.pdtb.crpc dataset, as they only appear
as a second sense: hypophora (1 occurrence
in train), qap.hypophora (14 instances), and
qap (21).11 t is crucial or uture work to un-
derstand the distribution o these multiple an-
notations and which annotation to choose.

3.3. Preprocessing

The proposed oLL-U ormat includes some pre-
processing. First, data is tokenized: this is made
necessary by the BIO encoding where labels are
associated with specic tokens. n addition, sen-
tence boundaries, morpho-syntactic, and syntactic
annotations are provided, as well as annotations o
multi-word expressions. This inormation is either
gold i available, or predicted: in that case, it ei-
ther comes with the original corpora or was added
by the shared task organizers. n the latter case,
Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) was the main tool used.
We provide the preprocessing inormation or each
dataset in Table 7 in Appendix .

The plain track allows to evaluate discourse seg-
mentation and connective identication in a realis-
tic scenario, rom a tokenized raw text. Having to-
kenized data makes the comparison between di-
erent automatic tools (sentence splitters, syntactic
parsers) dicult, while they could have important
infuence on perormance (Gessler et al., 2021;
Metheniti et al., 2023). ote also that the absence
o sentence boundaries has an eect on evalu-
ation or segmentation: since sentence bound-
aries are always U boundaries, most o exist-
ing studies on the task only evaluated the intra-
sentence segmentation, thus considering the sen-
tence segmentation as a solved task, while peror-
mance is still low especially or languages other
than nglish, or specic domains. To help com-
parisons, we provide an evaluation script including
intra-sentential scores when sentences are gold.

11
ote that the original relations are still present in the

rels les in the penultimate column.

4. DISRPT Benchmark

4.1. Data Composition

The SRPT benchmark consists o 28 datasets
converted rom 24 corpora covering 4 rameworks,
13 languages, and multiple genres or domains. Ta-
ble 1, modied rom Braud et al. (2023), provides
detailed statistics on all SRPT datasets regard-
ing their sizes and properties. ach dataset is as-
sociated with a name normalized based on the
name o the original corpus, the language, and
the ramework. The RST iscourse Treebank, or
example, is called eng.rst.rstdt, and the nglish
PTB is called eng.pdtb.pdtb. The list o abbrevi-
ations or all covered languages is given in Table 4
in Appendix B.

ompared to the 2023 edition o the Shared
Task, this benchmark consists o an additional
corpus, eng.rst.gentle, a small corpus covering
dierent genres but limited to an evaluation set
(Aoyama et al., 2023), and a new annotation layer
o GUM, here called eng.pdtb.gum, correspond-
ing to 6, 515 connectives or now without the cor-
responding relations, an important eort to better
understand the links between dierent rameworks.
n addition, changes can be observed in some la-
bel sets and instance counts, due to the modica-
tions described in Section 3.2.

4.2. Data Statistics

atasets vary in many aspects. First, the size
o the datasets goes rom about 6k to 8k tokens
or the OO T datasets to more than 1 million
or the largest one, the nglish PTB. Two rame-
works cover most o the datasets: 13 or RST and
10 or PTB. We count more RST corpora but they
make or less data when considering the total num-
ber o tokens (1, 283, 530 tokens against 2, 413, 112
or PTB). ote however that hal o the data or
the PTB ramework comes rom the nglish one,
the other PTB corpora are more comparable with
the RST ones. n terms o languages, nglish
and hinese are well-represented (resp. 9 and 4
datasets), but we have some variety with 11 other
languages covered, including some low resource
ones such as Thai and Farsi. Many genres and do-
mains are covered, but we note that dialogues and
speech only correspond to very small datasets,
and there is a need or more resources or these
text types.

oncerning U segmentation, as mentioned
earlier, sentence boundaries are always U
boundaries, but annotation rules vary a lot when it
comes to intra-sentential boundaries. t is striking
in Figure 3 that eng.sdrt.stac and eng.rst.gum al-
most have the same number o sentences but vary
considerably in terms o number o Us, with
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orpus omain #ocs #Sents #Tokens ocab #Us #onn #Labels #Rels Reerences

Tasks 1 and 3: EDU Segmentation and Relation Classifcation

deu.rst.pcc newspaper commentaries 176 2, 193 33, 222 8, 359 3, 018 - 26 2, 665 Potsdam ommentary orpus
(Stede and eumann, 2014)

**eng.dep.covdtb
scholarly paper abstracts on O-19
and related coronaviruses

300 2, 343 60, 849 8, 293 5, 705 - 12 4, 985 O-19 iscourse epen-
dency Treebank (O19-
TB) (ishida and Matsumoto,
2022)

eng.dep.scidtb scientic articles 798 4, 202 102, 493 8, 700 10, 986 - 24 9, 904 iscourse ependency Tree-
Bank or Scientic Abstracts
(SciTB) (Yang and Li, 2018)

**eng.rst.gentle multi-genre 26 1, 334 17, 797 4, 135 2, 708 - 31 2, 540 Genre Tests or Linguistic valu-
ation (GTL) (Aoyama et al.,
2023)

eng.rst.gum multi-genre 213 11, 656 203, 879 19, 404 26, 252 - 14 24, 688 Georgetown University Multi-
layer corpus 9 (Zeldes, 2017)

eng.rst.rstdt news 385 8, 318 205, 829 19, 160 21, 789 - 17 19, 778 RST iscourse Treebank (arl-
son et al., 2001)

eng.sdrt.stac dialogues 45 11, 087 52, 354 3, 967 12, 588 - 16 12, 235 Strategic onversations corpus
(Asher et al., 2016)

eus.rst.ert medical, terminological and scientic 164 2, 380 45, 780 13, 662 4, 202 - 29 3, 825 Basque RST Treebank (ruskieta
et al., 2013)

as.rst.prstc journalistic texts 150 2, 179 66, 694 7, 880 5, 853 - 17 5, 191 Persian RST orpus (Shahmo-
hammadi et al., 2021)

ra.sdrt.annodis news, wiki 86 1, 507 32, 699 7, 513 3, 429 - 18 3, 338 AOtation Scursive (Aan-
tenos et al., 2012).

nld.rst.nldt expository texts and persuasive genres 80 1, 651 24, 898 4, 935 2, 343 - 32 2, 264 utch iscourse Treebank (Re-
deker et al., 2012)

por.rst.cstn news 140 2, 221 58, 793 7, 786 5, 537 - 32 4, 993 ross-document Structure The-
oryewsorpus (ardoso et al.,
2011)

rus.rst.rrt blog and news 332 23, 044 473, 005 75, 285 41, 532 - 22 34, 566 Russian RST Treebank (Toldova
et al., 2017)

spa.rst.rststb multi-genre 267 2, 089 58, 717 9, 444 3, 351 - 28 3, 049 RST Spanish Treebank
(da unha et al., 2011)

spa.rst.sctb multi-genre 50 516 16, 515 3, 735 744 - 25 692 RST Spanish-hinese Treebank
(Spanish) (ao et al., 2018)

zho.dep.scidtb scientic 109 609 18, 761 2, 427 1, 407 - 23 1, 298 iscourse ependency Tree-
Bank or Scientic Abstracts
(SciTB) (Yi et al., 2021; heng
and Li, 2019)

zho.rst.gcdt multi-genre 50 2, 692 62, 905 9, 818 9, 706 - 31 8, 413 Georgetown hinese iscourse
Treebank (GT) (Peng et al.,
2022b,a)

zho.rst.sctb multi-genre 50 580 15, 496 2, 973 744 - 26 692 RST Spanish-hinese Treebank
(hinese) (ao et al., 2018)

Tasks 2 and 3: Connective Detection and Relation Classifcation

eng.pdtb.gum multi-genre 213 11, 656 203, 879 19, 404 - 6, 515 - - Georgetown University Multi-
layer corpus 9 (Zeldes, 2017)

eng.pdtb.pdtb news 2, 162 48, 630 1, 156, 657 48, 937 - 26, 048 23 47, 851 Penn iscourse Treebank
(Prasad et al., 2014; Webber
et al., 2019)

**eng.pdtb.tedm T talks 6 381 8, 048 1, 881 - 341 20 529 T-Multilingual iscourse
Bank (nglish) (Zeyrek et al.,
2018, 2019)

ita.pdtb.luna speech 60 3, 753 26, 114 2, 392 - 1, 071 15 1, 544 LUA orpus iscourse ata
Set (Tonelli et al., 2010; Riccardi
et al., 2016)

por.pdtb.crpc12 news, ction, and didactic/scientic texts 302 5, 194 186, 849 22, 208 - 5, 159 19 11, 330 Portuguese iscourse Bank
(RP) (Mendes and Lejeune,
2022; Généreux et al., 2012)

**por.pdtb.tedm T talks 6 394 8, 190 2, 162 - 305 20 554 T-Multilingual iscourse
Bank (Portuguese) (Zeyrek
et al., 2018, 2019)

tha.pdtb.tdtb news 180 6, 534 256, 523 11, 789 - 10, 864 21 10, 865 Thai iscourse Treebank
(TTB)

tur.pdtb.tdb multi-genre 197 31, 196 487, 389 88, 923 - 8, 748 23 3, 185 Turkish iscourse Bank (Zeyrek
and Webber, 2008; Zeyrek and
Kuralı, 2017)

**tur.pdtb.tedm T talks 6 410 6, 143 2, 771 - 382 23 577 T-Multilingual iscourse
Bank (Turkish) (Zeyrek et al.,
2018, 2019)

zho.pdtb.cdtb news 164 2, 891 73, 314 9, 085 - 1, 660 9 5, 270 hinese iscourse Treebank
(Zhou et al., 2014)

Table 1: General Statistics o SRPT atasets: ∗∗ indicates an OO dataset. ‘#ocs’, ‘#Sents’, ‘#To-
kens’ and ‘#Us’ correspond resp. to the total number o documents, sentences (Treebanked track),
tokens, and Us. #onn is the number o tokens starting a connective, and ‘ocab’ o unique tokens.
‘#Labels’ is the size o the respective label set and ‘#Rels’ to the total number o pairs annotated.

the latter corresponding to ar more intra-sentential
Us, allegedly leading to a harder task. n that
particular case, the dierence can be due to the
genre o the datasets: eng.sdrt.stac contains chat
conversations, and the notion o sentences is in
act not exactly the same as in written texts.

As mentioned earlier, connectives are not anno-
tated the same way in all (PTB) corpora: some-
times modiers are included, and sometimes they
are not, and the type o modiers can dier. 

we count the number o expressions to be identi-
ed in each corpus (i.e. single tokens annotated
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Figure 3: umber o sentences and U seg-
ments in RST/SRT/P corpora.

with ‘B’ or sequences o B I I), we nd indeed
large dierences: ita.pdtb.luna has a lexicon o 61
dierent orms while eng.pdtb.pdtb counts 1, 231
items. This aspect introduces heterogeneity in the
task, probably harder with more diversied orms,
and work on this task should clearly mention what
part o the annotation was taken, e.g., the oLL
shared tasks only included head connectives (Xue
et al., 2015). The exact counts are given in Ap-
pendix .

5. Experiments

We test the best systems or the three tasks o the
shared task using the latest release o the SRPT
benchmark, thereby presenting SOTA results on
these tasks.

isut (Metheniti et al., 2023) was the winning
system o the 2023 Shared Task (Braud et al.,
2023) on discourse segmentation, and its peror-
mance on connective detection was on par with the
winning system. iscoisco (Gessler et al., 2021)
won the 2021 competition or the discourse relation
classication task (Zeldes et al., 2021) and was
not tested during the 2023 edition, but the reported
scores are better than the 2023 winning system on
common corpora, justiying its use in this paper.

5.1. Experimental Setting

isut is based on a Transormer architecture
with an additional linear layer or token clas-
sication. The aim was to provide a sin-
gle model or all corpora by using a multilin-
gual language model, and the version used
is based on XLM-RoBERTa-large (onneau
et al., 2020), with the rst 6 layers being
rozen. The only modication needed is due
to a change in the labels or segmentation and
connectives, as we introduce labels closer to
the BIO scheme (e.g. BeginSeg=Yes becomes
Seg=B-seg). This modication is ully reversible,

but we decided to modiy the code o the sys-
tem, and we release the modied version.13

For eng.rst.gentle, the model was trained on
eng.rst.gum.

isoiso is also a Transormer-based sys-
tem which consists o a eature-rich, encoder-less
sentence pair classier or the relation classica-
tion task, enhanced with hand-crated eatures.
Specically, a language-specic pretrained BRT
model, and a linear projection and sotmax layer
is used on the output o the pooling layer to pre-
dict the label o the relation. Because isoiso
did not participate in the 2023 Shared Task, we
have to adapt the system to the new datasets in-
troduced in the latest release. Specically, or the
two new languages, XLM-RoBERTa-base was
used. As or hand-crated eatures, newly in-
troduced datasets that do not have an existing
dataset in the same language and ramework
(i.e. eng.dep.covdtb, eng.dep.scidtb, ita.pdtb.luna,
por.pdtb.crpc, por.pdtb.tedm, tha.pdtb.tdtb, and
zho.dep.scidtb) only used the baseline setup
(i.e. no hand-crated eatures were used). For the
other new datasets, the hand-crated eatures o
the corresponding datasets rom the same rame-
work and language in SRPT 2021 were adopted.
Finally, note that OO corpora may contain la-
bels that do not exist at training time, which is the
case or eng.dep.covdtb: we thus mapped the rela-
tions in eng.dep.scidtb based on ishida and Mat-
sumoto (2022) and retrain the model. For the other
OO datasets, no preprocessing is done.

5.2. Results

Table 2 provides scores (averaged over 3 runs
or each dataset) on the three tasks on all 28
datasets shown in Table 1. For relations, the mean
accuracy excluding eng.rst.gentle (as it was not
available during the shared task) is 62.43, which
is a little bit higher than HTS (62.36), the best-
perorming system in 2023 (Liu et al., 2023). t
is also worth noting that isoiso’s score on
the nglish PTB (eng.pdtb.pdtb) dataset is very
close (75.14) to the one reported in 2021 (74.44),
suggesting that using the rarest or the rst an-
notated sense does not have a huge impact on
the overall perormance. Finally, the score on
eng.rst.gum (64.12) is lower than the one reported
in 2023 (68.19), which likely resulted rom switch-
ing rom predicting coarse relation classes to ne-
grained labels.

Results on segmentation and connective iden-

12
n this version o the corpus, 15 documents are

missing compared to the original dataset due to pre-

processing issues.
13https://github.com/phimit/

jiant-discut
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dataset Rel (acc) Seg (F1) Conn (F1)

deu.rst.pcc 35.77 96.31 -
eng.dep.covdtb 76.68 92.01 -
eng.dep.scidtb 74.78 95.50 -
eng.pdtb.gum - - 91.30
eng.pdtb.pdtb 75.14 - 92.40
eng.pdtb.tedm 57.83 - 80.19
eng.rst.gentle 56.26 93.00 -
eng.rst.gum 64.12 95.53 -
eng.rst.rstdt 66.08 97.71 -
eng.sdrt.stac 63.51 96.60 -
eus.rst.ert 60.32 91.16 -
as.rst.prstc 53.38 93.80 -
ra.sdrt.annodis 46.88 89.20 -
ita.pdtb.luna 46.24 - 68.47
nld.rst.nldt 51.69 97.15 -
por.pdtb.crpc 74.84 - 81.60
por.pdtb.tedm 58.24 - 77.56
por.rst.cstn 61.52 93.94 -
rus.rst.rrt 65.99 85.48 -
spa.rst.rststb 57.75 92.85 -
spa.rst.sctb 67.92 85.04 -
tha.pdtb.tdtb 86.63 - 90.75
tur.pdtb.tdb 60.74 - 91.90
tur.pdtb.tedm 44.96 - 65.27
zho.dep.scidtb 63.26 89.53 -
zho.pdtb.cdtb 86.72 - 87.88
zho.rst.gcdt 61.91 92.53 -
zho.rst.sctb 60.38 81.20 -

mean 62.21 92.14 82.73

Table 2: Results or Relation lassication (Rel)
using isoiso and iscourse Segmentation
(Seg) and onnective detection (onn) using is-
ut (Treebanked data) o SRPT 2023 atasets.

tication are also close to the ones presented in
2023 (Metheniti et al., 2023). We note that per-
ormance on Thai or connectives are largely im-
proved (+5%) thanks to the correction in the data
(I labels without immediately preceding B).

Furthermore, or the newly introduced datasets,
results are good or eng.pdtb.gum on connective
detection (91.30), with results on par with the larger
eng.pdtb.pdtb (92.40). The corpus eng.rst.gentle
is shown to be indeed challenging or relations, but
scores or segmentation are rather high or a small,
OO dataset.

6. Conclusion

n this paper, we presented a benchmark or dis-
course processing including 28 datasets covering
13 languages, 4 rameworks, andmultiple domains.
We have detailed the conversion process and the
modications introduced to produce a unied or-
mat. The aim o this benchmark is to encour-
age work on transer learning or discourse pro-

cessing across languages, domains, and rame-
works. We have also highlighted some aspects
that should be discussed urther in the commu-
nity about 1) the way embedded discourse units
are encoded; 2) the dierences in annotation o
discourse connectives (i.e. with or without modi-
ers); 3) the huge divergences on label sets, which
seem sometimes articial (e.g. alternative vs alter-
nation); 4) the problem o choosing which label to
predict when multiple labels are annotated; and
5) the issue o encoding the direction o relations.
The perormance o SOTA systems on the bench-
mark demonstrates that there is still large room
or improvement on relation classication, a typi-
cally hard task as well as the connective identi-
cation task or specic text types (e.g. dialogues in
ita.pdtb.luna) or OO data (e.g. the T datasets).
On the other hand, perormance on segmentation
has reached a plateau, which requires more in-
depth analyses to better understand what kind o
errors the systems are still making.
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7. Limitations

This paper and the associated benchmark data
have several limitations in both discourse repre-
sentation and possible bias in the data, which have
not been explored in this paper. The rst major lim-
itation is that although we ensure that data is avail-
able in a homogeneous ormat and made some
eorts to harmonize datasets using common con-
version tools and conceptual rameworks, there
remain undamental dierences between underly-
ing discourse rameworks (e.g. the concept o dis-
course relations in RST vs. PTB), individual cor-
pora and their guidelines (even or the same lan-
guage) and the specic meanings o discourse re-
lation labels, which may recur across datasets with
subtly dierent meaning.

Additionally, we have not explored how bias may
eature in many o the datasets presented here,
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which are products o specic times, data sources
and sampling strategies, which may be skewed in
a variety o ways towards specic author/speaker
demographics, topics, and more. The existence
o multiple datasets or several languages in the
collection oers a rst step towards acilitating an
evaluation o cross-corpus degradation which may
result rom biased data, but much work remains to
be done. These are all issues we would like to ad-
dress in uture work.
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A. Labels or Segmentation and
Connective Tasks

Segmentation and connective identication are en-
coded using a BIO scheme. ote that, compared
to the original shared task ormat, the label sets
or these tasks are modied in order to propose la-
bel names closer to a BIO scheme (with a pair o
key=value conorming to the oLL-U ormat), as
described in Table 3.

Moreover, when multi-word expressions are an-
notated, the label is associated to the rst token o
the expandedmulti-word expression (e.g. I’m is ex-
panded as I am and the label is on the pronoun I),
the original contracted orm holds a meaningless
label ‘_’ that is ignored during evaluation.

Shared Task Label ew Label

Segmentation
BeginSeg=Yes Seg=B-seg

_ Seg=O

onnective dentication
Seg=B-Conn Conn=B-conn

Seg=I-Conn Conn=I-conn

_ Conn=O

Table 3: Labels used or the segmentation and
connective identications tasks.

B. Language Abbreviations

Table 4 present the language abbreviations or all
languages represented in the SRPT benchmark.

Language ode Language ame

deu German
eng nglish
eus Basque
as Farsi
ra French
ita talian
nld utch
por Portuguese
rus Russian
spa Spanish
tha Thai
tur Turkish
zho hinese

Table 4: Language Abbreviations.

C. Relation Mapping Details

Table 5 provides the mapping done or the re-
lation labels in addition to translation to nglish
when needed: we here report the inormation
given by the shared task organizers (Braud et al.,
2023) and add some missing inormation (e.g. or
deu.rst.pcc) and the modications proposed in this
paper. A ew cases o labels were also removed
when they did not correspond to a discourse rela-
tion. ote that, additionally, labels are translated
to nglish or some corpora such as eus.rst.ert.

n addition, as described in Section 5.1, the pre-
dicted relations are modied when they do not cor-
respond to the labels existing in the target dataset
or OO settings.

14The -nn / mult part o the label stand or multi-nuclei

relations and is ignored.
15The mapping or very rare relations was proposed

by Manred Stede, author o the paper presenting this

corpus.
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orpus Original label Mapped label

eus.rst.ert anthitesis antithesis
motibation motivation
solution-hood solutionhood

birormulazioa-nn14 restatement
spa.rst.rststb backgroun background
as.rst.prstc topicomment topic-comment

topichange topic-change
topidrit topic-drit

causemult14 cause
contrastmult contrast
jointmult joint

por.rst.cstn non-volitional-cause nonvolitional-cause
non-volitional-cause-e nonvolitional-cause-e
non-volitional-result nonvolitional-result
non-volitional-result-e nonvolitional-result-e

deu.rst.pcc15 e-elab e-elaboration
enablement background
justiy reason
motivation reason
otherwise antithesis
unless antithesis

ra.sdrt.annodis e-elab e-elaboration

nld.rst.nldt span relation removed
eng.dep.scidtb null relation removed
ita.pdtb.luna null relation removed

Table 5: Relation Mapping used in the S-
RPT 2023 Shared Task and additional proposed
changes. The other modications (translation,
mapping to RST T classes) are described in the
literature (arlson and Marcu, 2001; Braud et al.,
2017) and in the GitHub repository.

eng.dep.scidtb eng.dep.covdtb

evaluation ndings
elab-.* elaboration
bg-.* background
cause cause-result
result cause-result
contrast comparison

Table 6: Relation mapping perormed on the train
set o eng.dep.scidtb to eng.dep.covdtb, ollowing
ishida and Matsumoto (2022).

D. Preprocessing

We indicate in Table 7 the preprocessing inor-
mation or each dataset, corresponding to tok-
enization, sentence splitting, POS tagging, syntac-
tic analysis and multi-word expression expansion.
These inormation can be either gold, or automat-
ically predicted. n the latter case, the inormation
is either distributed with the corpus (’given’) – in
which case we indicate, when possible, the tool
used to create these annotations –, or perormed
by the shared task organizers, in general using
Stanza. ote that the tokenization step is crucial,
since labels or segmentation and discourse con-
nective identication are linked to tokens. t is thus
dicult to change the tokenization.

orpus Token Sentence POS/Synt MW

deu.rst.pcc gold gold tnt tagger/ none
stanza (gsd)

eng.dep.covdtb stanza stanza stanza depedit
eng.dep.scidtb stanza stanza stanza depedit
eng.pdtb.gum gold gold gold depedit
eng.pdtb.pdtb gold gold gold16 depedit
eng.pdtb.tedm stanza (gum) stanza stanza stanza
eng.rst.gentle gold gold gold gold
eng.rst.gum gold gold gold depedit
eng.rst.rstdt gold gold gold depedit
eng.sdrt.stac stanza (ewt) stanza stanza depedit
eus.rst.ert stanza stanza stanza none
as.rst.prstc stanza stanza stanza stanza
ra.sdrt.annodis spacy spacy spacy none
ita.pdtb.luna given given (silence17.) stanza stanza
nld.rst.nldt stanza stanza stanza none
por.pdtb.crpc given (LX-center) given (Sentencehunker) stanza given18

por.pdtb.tedm given (LX-center) given (Sentencehunker) stanza given18

por.rst.cstn stanza (bosque) stanza stanza stanza
rus.rst.rrt stanza (syntagrus) stanza stanza none
spa.rst.rststb stanza (ancora) stanza stanza none
spa.rst.sctb stanza (ancora) stanza stanza none
tha.pdtb.tdtb gold gold gold gold
tur.pdtb.tdb UPipe UPipe UPipe UPipe
tur.pdtb.tedm stanza stanza stanza stanza
zho.dep.scidtb stanza stanza stanza none
zho.pdtb.cdtb gold gold gold none
zho.rst.gcdt stanza stanza stanza none
zho.rst.sctb stanza (gsdsimp) stanza stanza none

Table 7: Preprocessing inormation o corpora in-
cluded in the benchmark: ‘given’ means that the
preprocessing was predicted but distributed with
the original corpus, we indicate the tool used when
known. The inormation can also be ‘gold’, i it
comes rom a manual annotation. n the other
cases, an automatic tool was used, or Stanza we
use the deault model or the target language, or
the one indicated in the rst column.

E. Additional Statistics

The expressions annotated as connectives can
vary in nature, depending on whether the annota-
tion includes modiers or not. Table 8 indicates the
size o the connective lexicon or each dataset.

dataset # connectives

ita.pdtb.luna 61
eng.pdtb.pdtb 1231
zho.pdtb.cdtb 274
tur.pdtb.tdb 324
eng.pdtb.tedm 71
por.pdtb.crpc 644
por.pdtb.tedm 66
tur.pdtb.tedm 173
tha.pdtb.tdtb 132
eng.pdtb.gum 143

Table 8: Size o the connective lexicons or PTB-
style datasets.

16The syntax trees are, more precisely, a oreLP

coversion rom PTB trees, that could include errors.
17LUA is composed o speech transcriptions where

the notion o sentence is not well-dened, the segmen-

tation is based on silence, see Tonelli et al. (2010)
18The corpus was given with multi-word expressions

already expanded, without the indication o the original

contracted orms.


